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Introduction:  The differentiation of terrestrial planets 
into silicate mantles and metallic cores is one of the 
most fundamental events in its history.  It is widely 
understood that the Earth formed from the accretion of 
pre-differentiated planetesimals, and then subsequently 
segregated into mantle and core through the develop-
ment of a hot and deep magma ocean. Isotopic evi-
dence from meteorites suggests that the pre-
differentiated planetesimals segregated early in the 
history of the solar system (1-3My) [1].  Whether or 
not this segregation occurred by percolative flow has 
been the topic of much debate (e.g. [2],[3],[4],[5], [6], 
[7]).    For this to occur in an equilibrium setting, the 
metallic melt must be sufficiently connected through 
the silicate matrix to form a network that can effi-
ciently drain the metal out of the mantle into the core.  
If the dihedral angle is above 60o (which is the case for 
most sulfide melts in olivine) , then there is a critical 
volume of melt below which the melt exists as isolated 
pockets, and will not flow via percolation [8].  
Beyond the percolation threshold, the permeability of 
sulfide melt in an olivine matrix provides vital con-
straints on our understanding of the timing of core 
formation in planetesimals.  Several studies have ap-
proached this problem with different techniques and 
are in disagreement in terms of the percolation thresh-
old of such systems, as well as the  permeability and 
the migration velocity of sulfide through an olivine 
matrix.  For example, Yoshino et al. (2003,2004) and 
Bagdassarov (2009)  performed electrical conductivity 
experiments aimed at determining the percolation 
threshold and led to estimates of the permeability;  
Roberts et al. 2007 calculated the permeability by us-
ing lattice Boltzmann simulations on 3-d images of the 
samples obtained through X-ray micro-tomography.  
The resulting migration velocities calculated by these 
two methods differ by 3 orders of magnitude ([3],[5]).  
Here, we pursue these two approaches in tandem to 
gain further insight into the mechanisms of permeabil-
ity and melt extraction in systems that are relevant to 
early core formation in planetesimals.   
Experimental Methods:  Starting materials were San 
Carlos olivine, (Mg0.91Fe0.09)2SiO4. Optically clear oli-
vine crystals were ground and sieved to a grain size of 
~45 microns.   A similarly ground mixture of Fe and 
FeS powders to form the composition Fe67wt%S33wt% 
was added to the olivine at concentrations ranging 
from 1 vol% to 10 vol%, at which point the olivine + 
sulfide was mixed again under ethanol.  The samples 
were sintered for 24 hours at 1 GPa and 1300oC in a 

piston cylinder apparatus to attain textural equilibrium.  
Upon quenching, samples were removed from capsules 
to prepare for the x-ray tomography and electrical  
measurements.  The conductivity experiments were 
conducted in a piston cylinder apparatus at 1 GPa and 
temperatures from 350oC to 1300oC in a ¾” assembly. 
Bulk electrical conductivity was measured at 100Hz 
with an HP4284A LCR meter continuously during the 
experiment.   Samples were also imaged by X-ray mi-
crotomography at the Advance Light Source at Law-
rence Berkeley National Laboratory (ALS) at beamline 
8.3.2 (a dedicated tomography beamline).  Small 
pieces, ~1mm3, were extracted from the synthesized 
samples and the run products of the electrical conduc-
tivity experiments.  X-ray tomographic images were 
reconstructed from X-ray radiographs taken at .125o 
increments as the sample was rotated through 180o.  
The samples were imaged at 18-22 keV for 700-1000 
ms per angle using a 5X lens.  The grey scale images 
produced from tomography were thresholded such that 
the melt vol % known from the starting material and 
microprobe image analysis were matched.  Lattice 
Boltzmann calculations were performed on the digital 
volumes to determine permeability, and connected 
melt fraction. 
Results and Discussion:  The degree of melt connec-
tivity calculated from tomographic images of samples 
pre- and post-conductivity measurements is shown in 
Figure 1.   

 
Figure 1:  Connectedness of samples calculated from 
tomographic volume images.  Open symbols are post-
conductivity measurements and closed symbols are 
pre-conductivity measurements. 
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Twelve subvolumes of approximately 180 microns on 
each side were analyzed separately for each of the syn-
thesized samples pre-conductivity and four sub-
volumes were measured for each post-conductivity run 
sample.  The lowest melt volume samples (~1vol%) 
show zero connectivity in all cases, and the next lowest 
(~4 vol%) show connectivity close to zero in most 
cases.  At ~6 vol%, the samples show a range of con-
nectivity from zero to nearly fully connected, and the 
samples with ~10 vol%  melt are all completely con-
nected.  This is an indication that the “pinch off” 
threshold is between 4-6 vol% and the “full connec-
tion” threshold is between 6-10vol% which is consis-
tent with a dihedral angle of approximately 90o, and 
agrees with several previous studies    
Figure 2 shows the results of the conductivity meas-
urements at 500o C compared to the previous results of 
[1], and parallel and series type models of electrical 
conductivity.  The samples do not match parallel (fully 
connected) type conduction until they contain ~ 6vol% 
sulfide  melt. 

 
 
Figure 2: Electrical conductivity measurements at 
500oC.  The samples to not show full connectivity until 
~6-10vol% sulfide melt.  Blue circles are this study, 
open triangles are from [6].  Dashed line represents a 
completely disconnected melt phase, and the solid 
curve represents a completely connected melt phase. 
 
 
Using Lattice-Boltzmann computational techniques we 
also calculated the permeability of the samples based 
on the 3-dimensional tomographic images.  At 10 vol% 
the permeability is approximately 10-15 m2.   The sam-
ples with lower melt fractions had significantly lower 
permeabilities.  This permeability leads to an estimated 

migration velocity of .125cm/yr.  While this is suffi-
cient to segregate the metallic melt from a predomi-
nantly silicate mantle in small planetesimals within 
3My, particularly if the grain size of the planetesimal 
is larger than our 45  micron grains, it is unlikely to be 
a completely efficient process.  It is expected that up to 
6 vol% melt would not be able to segregate through a 
percolation mechanism alone because of the lack of 
complete connectivity.  It is possible that wide-scale 
deformation due to impacts may facilitate the drainage 
of sulfide melt through the silicate matrix in this case.   
 
Conclusions:  We performed experiments aimed at 
determining the percolation threshold and permeability 
of sulfide melt through an olivine matrix using two 
different methods.  Both tomography and electrical 
conductivity measurements indicate that the sulfide is 
fully connected at a melt volume of 10vol%..  The sul-
fide may become partially connected at volumes closer 
to 6vol%.  From the tomogrpahy measurements, we 
were able to calculate a realistic permeability for 10 
vol% sulfide melt percolating through an olivine ma-
trix.  Because the melt is not sufficiently connected at 
lower melt fractions, this percolation process is not 
completely efficient. Electrical conductivity is sensi-
tive to even a small amount of only partially connected 
melt, and tomography can give important 3-
dimensional information on the texture and connected-
ness of the sample. Tomography and electrical conduc-
tivity measurements are complementary methods to 
simultaneously investigate micro-texture and connec-
tivity of these types of high contrast, two phase sys-
tems, as each has unique capabilities and weaknesses. 
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